School Supplies 2015
(Please keep list for future reference)

Grey lead pencils to cover all year (Year 1-6)
An eraser
A sharpener
Coloured pencils & textas (please check current pencil case before buying new ones)
Plastic Ruler
Blue & Red Pen (Years 5 & 6 only)
A couple of highlighters
USB minimum 2GB (Years 3-6)
Water bottle for daily use

Art smocks have been sent home for a clean-up. Please check if they still fit and cover your student appropriately. Also if the material is thin, then paint also goes through onto school clothes.

Students require a separate Mobile Library bag (eg zip up carry bags are great) to help with carrying home their books and keeping a track of what was borrowed.

Any questions please give us a call or pop in.

ALL ITEMS TO BE NAMED PRIOR TO ARRIVAL NEXT YEAR.